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Terms and Conditions of the Acre-For-Acre Program:


















This is a program voluntarily engaged in by Pinewoods Engineering, P.C. (“PWEng”). Any
materials advertising the program are not to be interpreted as an actual or implied contractual
obligation. PWEng reserves the right to exercise sole discretion, interpretation and
implementation of the Acre-for-Acre program (“Program”).
PWEng intends to contribute funds to a 501(C)(3) non-profit nature conservation organization
(“charity”) in an amount approximately equal to the whole acreage (part-there-of excluded) as
denoted on the Notice of Intent submitted to the State. The recipient Charity will be named only
upon their written authorization to PWEng to advertise their name.
The maximum contribution amount per contract is $500 or 2% of the contract amount, whichever
is less. The anticipated contribution per acre is approximately $25 dollars.
Eligibility for the program must include; (a) a signed contract by Client (“client”) with PWEng for
the preparation of a new Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (“SWPPP”); modifications to
existing SWPPPs are excluded, (b) a minimum contract amount of $1,000.00 (c) full payment of
the final invoice. PWEng reserves the right to exclude eligible contracts if payment of progress or
final invoices for the project is not received within 30 days of the date of the invoice.
PWEng intends to make the contribution within 12 months of the final invoice payment.
PWEng intends to provide written proof to the client of the contribution made for the eligible
project, upon request.
Clients are not responsible for any reimbursement should the terms of the promotion be found to
be void after the contribution is made.
Projects in which full-payment is not made, or notice is provided of litigation and/or contest of the
invoice amount from PWEng, are excluded.
PWEng uses reasonable efforts to investigate the charity used for the conservation donation.
PWEng makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, correctness, reliability or
otherwise with respect to information or claims made by the charity.
PWEng intends to make contributions to honorable charities but accepts no liability and will not
issue a refund or re-contribution should the recipient organization be found to be unfitting of the
program goals.
This program is done purely voluntarily and at the sole discretion and will of PWEng.
PWEng retains the rights to modify, interpret, substitute, exclude or terminate this program as we
see fit.
The donation is not transferable, exchangeable or payable in cash or other products or services.
The Program expiration date is 11/01/2016. PWEng may choose to extend the Program as they
see fit.

